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A B S T R A C T
The mascon approach is a well-known technique to estimate mass anomalies in Greenland
using Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite gravity data. It partitions
the area of interest into laterally homogeneous patches (mascons). An important aspect of the
mascon approach is the chosen geometry of mascons. So far, its impact has not been fully
understood. In this study, we use a full-scale numerical study and real data analysis to identify
the optimal strategy (primarily, the size of the mascons) for the extraction of mass anomalies
over the Greenland drainage systems from GRACE monthly solutions. We use ordinary and
weighted least-squares techniques to estimate the mascon parameters. The weighted least-
squares estimator uses the full noise covariance matrices of monthly GRACE models, that
is, designed to suppress random noise in the estimates. In addition, the zero-order Tikhonov
regularization is applied. Four types of quantities of interest, which are associated with different
temporal scales, are investigated in this study: monthly mass anomalies, mean mass anomalies
per calendar month, interannual mass variations and long-term linear trends. We show that
the dominant error sources are random errors and parametrization (model) errors (PEs), as
well as the bias introduced by the regularization. Errors in long-term linear trend estimates are
dominated by PEs, whereas the role of random errors increases with the decreasing temporal
scale. The best solutions are obtained when the territory of Greenland is split into at least
23 mascons (the area of each one being ∼90 000 km2). The usage of smaller mascons does not
worsen the solutions in most cases, which is explained by the application of the regularization.
Usage of larger mascons leads in most cases to inferior results due to the impact of PEs.
The application of the weighted least-squares estimator noticeably improves the quality of
the solutions, with the exception of long-term linear trends estimated at the drainage system
scale. In addition, we considered the long-term linear trend estimates integrated over entire
Greenland. It is shown that the best results are obtained in that case when no regularization is
applied. The results of real GRACE data processing are consistent with those obtained in the
numerical study.

Key words: Gravity anomalies and Earth structure; Global change from geodesy; Satellite
gravity.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Mass variations in Greenland attract the attention of the scientific
community because of the large potential to exacerbate future sea
level rise. The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)
satellite mission is one of the most valuable sources of information
about those mass variations (Chen et al. 2006; Velicogna & Wahr
2006; Velicogna 2009; Jacob et al. 2012; Shepherd et al. 2012;
Stocker et al. 2013; Schrama et al. 2014; Velicogna et al. 2014;
Khan et al. 2015).

In this study, we analyse the estimation of mass variations in
Greenland from GRACE data using the mascon (mass concentra-
tion) approach. Nowadays, this is a commonly used way to trans-
form GRACE data into mass anomalies (Forsberg & Reeh 2007;
Baur & Sneeuw 2011; Schrama & Wouters 2011; Schrama et al.
2014). In this approach, the target area is split into laterally ho-
mogeneous patches, which are called ‘mascons’. The accuracy of
the estimates obtained in this way is sensitive to the parameteri-
zation of the target area, that is, to the choice of the number and
the geometry of the mascons (Bonin & Chambers 2013). Different
parameterizations of the territory of Greenland have been used so
far in literature. For instance, Luthcke et al. (2006) identified six
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2134 J. Ran, P. Ditmar and R. Klees

drainage systems and split each of them into two mascons, one for
the area below the 2000 m elevation line and the other one for the
area above the 2000 m elevation line. This rather coarse parameter-
ization is not able to fully exploit the spatial resolution of GRACE.
Therefore, finer parameterizations using mascons of a regular shape
(e.g. equiangular mascons, equal-area mascons or spherical caps)
have been proposed (Rowlands et al. 2005; Baur & Sneeuw 2011;
Luthcke et al. 2013; Schrama et al. 2014; Watkins et al. 2015).

Up to now, it is common to choose the size of the mascons
independently of the temporal scale under consideration. However,
such an approach may be suboptimal. The primary goal of this study
is to investigate the optimal choice of the mascon size depending
on the type of the estimates. We consider four types associated with
different temporal scales:

(1) Long-term linear trends (long-term temporal scale).
(2) Interannual mass anomalies (intermediate scale).
(3) Mean mass anomalies per calendar month (can also be con-

sidered as an intermediate scale, but based on an alternative way of
averaging original information).

(4) Monthly mass anomalies (short-term scale).

The variant of the mascon approach presented in Ran et al.
(2018a) is used in this study to compute the statistically optimal
estimates of mass anomalies. Furthermore, we exploit the proce-
dure proposed by Ran et al. (2018a) to subdivide Greenland into
nearly equal-area mascons of a desired size, taking the coast geom-
etry into account. In order to better understand the link between the
accuracy of the obtained estimates and the selected parameteriza-
tion, we start from a numerical study, where individual error sources
are quantified. This allows us to make a proper interpretation of the
results obtained from real GRACE data at the second stage and
supports our recommendations regarding the optimal choice of pa-
rameterization.

It is important to note that only ∼81 per cent of the territory of
Greenland is occupied by the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS). The rest
is covered by tundra and isolated glaciers. In view of the limited
spatial resolution of GRACE, the latter also contribute to GRACE-
based estimates (unless the mass variations outside the GrIS are
corrected for using hydrological models). Therefore, we refer to
mass anomalies in Greenland rather than to GrIS mass anomalies
throughout this study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly introduce the different parameterizations used in this study.
In Section 3, we present a numerical study based on simulated
signal and data. In Section 4, we analyse real GRACE data. Finally,
in Section 5, we provide a summary and the conclusions.

2 M E T H O D O L O G Y A N D
PA R A M E T E R I Z AT I O N

2.1 Adopted mascon approach

The adopted variant of the mascon approach (Ran et al. 2018a)
stems from the methodology proposed by Forsberg & Reeh (2007)
and Baur & Sneeuw (2011). First, we use the differences between
monthly spherical harmonic coefficients (SHCs) and their long-term
mean values to synthesize gravity disturbances at satellite altitude.
The data area comprises the entire Greenland extended with a buffer
zone of 800 km width. Numerical studies in Ran et al. (2018a)
demonstrated that such a buffer zone is the best choice. Second, we
compute a design matrix (A) that links the gravity disturbances (d)

at satellite altitude to the mass anomalies of the mascons (mascon
parameters, x). Importantly, each column of the design matrix is
computed by taking into account that data and mascon model must
be spectrally consistent (Ran et al. 2018a). More specifically, each
column of the design matrix could be treated as a set of gravity
disturbances caused by the corresponding mascon of unit surface
density. The computation is performed in three steps. First, the
gravity disturbances are computed on an equiangular global grid.
Second, a set of SHCs is computed by means of the spherical har-
monic analysis. Third, the produced SHCs are used to compute
spectrally limited gravity disturbances at the predefined data points.

Finally, we estimate the mascon parameters using the weighted
least-squares technique (Eq. 1). The weight matrices (Cd

−1) are
taken as a pseudo-inverse of the noise covariance matrices of gravity
disturbances. The latter are computed from the full noise covariance
matrices of SHCs using the law of covariance propagation. The data
weighting using these matrices may significantly reduce random
noise (Ran et al. 2018a). In addition, similar to Schrama & Wouters
(2011) and Bonin & Chambers (2013), we apply the zero-order
Tikhonov regularization to stabilize the normal matrix and reduce
noise in the estimates:

x = (AT Cd
−1A + αR)−1AT Cd

−1d, (1)

where the regularization matrix R is the unit one and α is the
regularization factor, which is determined by the L-curve method
(Hansen 1992).

However, random noise may not be the dominant error source
(at least, at some of the temporal scales considered in this study).
Therefore, we also use the ordinary least-squares techniques to
estimate the mascon parameters.

2.2 Parameterization of Greenland

The parameterizations considered in this study are designed us-
ing the procedure of Ran et al. (2018a) and comprise almost
equal-area mascons of a prescribed size. In this way, the whole
Greenland is partitioned into 23 mascons (the area of each one
being ∼90 000 km2), 36 mascons (∼62 500 km2) or 54 mascons
(∼40 000 km2) (cf. Figs 1d–f). In addition, we consider three other
parameterizations, which are frequently used in the literature: with
6 mascons (Luthcke et al. 2006), 8 mascons (Zwally et al. 2012)
and 12 mascons (Luthcke et al. 2006) (Figs 1a–c). Note that the
divisions into six and eight mascons follow the geometry of ma-
jor drainage systems. The Greenland mascons are complemented
by nine mascons outside Greenland to reduce the inward signal
leakage from regions around Greenland (Yi et al. 2016; Ran et al.
2018a).

3 N U M E R I C A L S T U DY

To understand the impact of the parameterization on the accuracy
of estimated mass variations at different temporal scales, and to
understand how errors from different sources compare with each
other, a series of numerical experiments are conducted with syn-
thetic data. The experimental set-up and the results are presented in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
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Optimal mascon geometry in estimating mass anomalies 2135

Figure 1. The parameterizations of Greenland considered in this study. Greenland is divided into five regions, which are aggregated from mascons. The regions
approximately follows the geometry of five drainage systems, which are outlined with different colours, that is, north (N) in light blue, northeast (NE) in red,
southeast (SE) in grey, southwest (SW) in green, and northwest (NW) in blue.

3.1 Experimental set-up

The basic set-up includes the definition of the true signal and the
definition of the individual error sources considered in the simula-
tions.

3.1.1 ‘True’ signal

The ‘true’ signal is composed of a long-term linear trend and other
temporal variations. The long-term trend is based on ICESat laser
altimetry estimates over the period 2003–2009. Their spatial reso-
lution is 20 × 20 km (Felikson et al. 2017). By assuming the density
of the material responsible for elevation changes to be 917 kg m−3

(Wahr et al. 2000), the elevation change rates are converted into
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2136 J. Ran, P. Ditmar and R. Klees

mass change rates in terms of equivalent water heights (EWH)
(Fig. 2). The linear trend over the tundra area is set equal to zero.
The integration of the obtained trends over entire Greenland results
in the value of −110 Gt yr−1, which is much lower than that based on
GRACE data over the period 2003–2013, about −286 Gt yr−1 (Ran
et al. 2018a). To make the ICESat-based estimates more realistic,
we upscale all of them with a single scale factor of 2.6. A simi-
lar upscaling procedure was applied earlier by Bonin & Chambers
(2013).

The other simulated mass variations are based on surface mass
balance (SMB) time-series from the RACMO 2.3 model (Noël et al.
2015). The spatial resolution is about 11 × 11 km, whereas the
temporal sampling is 1 d. The output from RACMO 2.3 during the
time interval 2003–2013 was integrated over time to produce daily
mass anomalies. After this, we computed monthly mass anomalies,
re-sampled them to the 20 × 20 km patches in order to make them
consistent with the ICESat data, and de-trended. The resulting time-
series describe predominantly seasonal mass variations (their annual
amplitudes are shown in Fig. 2). Then, we combined the de-trended
signal with the trend from ICESat to form the ‘true’ signal. Note
that the ‘true’ signal over the tundra area lacks long-term trends
and, therefore, is dominated by seasonal variations.

The ‘true’ mass anomalies defined at the 20 × 20 km blocks
were used to compute gravity disturbances on an equiangular global
grid at satellite altitude. The gravity disturbances were expanded in
spherical harmonics complete to some maximum degree (namely,
degree 96) using spherical harmonic analysis. Finally, the truncated
spherical harmonic model was used to generate spectrally limited
gravity disturbances, which represent the error-free data. The spec-
tral content of the simulated data is similar to that of real GRACE
data. Furthermore, the procedure applied to compute the simulated
data is basically the same as the one to compute the design ma-
trix (Section 2.1). This assures the spectral consistency between the
data and the mascon model. In the absence of the spectral consis-
tency, the estimated mass anomalies may suffer from large errors,
particularly when the optimal data weighting is applied Ran et al.
(2018a).

3.1.2 Simulated noise

Different types of errors are added to the ‘true’ signal: signal leak-
age, AOD noise and random noise. In addition, PEs, sometimes
referred to as ‘model errors’ (Stedinger & Tasker 1986; Xu 2010),
are automatically included due to the much higher spatial resolution
of the ‘true’ signal compared to the size of the mascons.

Signal leakage. Signal leakage refers in this study to the signal
from mass anomalies outside Greenland (e.g. the Canada’s Arc-
tic Archipelago glaciers, the North Canada, Iceland, Svalbard, etc.
see Fig. 3), which may disturb the estimates of mass anomalies in
Greenland (i.e. inward signal leakage is meant). To include leak-
age errors, we generated mass variations in surrounding land areas
using GRACE monthly land water mass grids from GRACE Tellus
(Swenson 2012). In line with the time interval of the ‘true’ signal,
we considered 123 monthly solutions over the period 2003–2013
(9 months were excluded from the data processing due to lack of
data). The simulated trends and annual amplitudes extracted from
monthly GRACE Tellus solutions over the mascons located outside
Greenland are shown in Fig. 3.

AOD noise. Uncertainties in the background models that are used
to produce monthly GRACE solutions may cause inaccuracies in
the mass variation estimates. One of such background models is
the Atmosphere and Ocean De-aliasing model release 05 (AOD)
(Dobslaw et al. 2013). Here, we defined AOD errors as 10 per cent
of the mean monthly signal (Thompson et al. 2004; Ditmar et al.
2012).

Random noise. Random noise in monthly GRACE solutions was
generated from the noise covariance matrices of monthly GRACE
solutions provided by CSR. It contains north–south stripes, which
vary by latitude and from month to month as noise stripes in real
GRACE data do. We produced multiple different realizations of
random noise, one realization per month. Ideally, this needs to be
done per month using the corresponding noise covariance matrix.
However, such an approach is very time consuming, especially when
using a weighted least-squares estimator. Therefore, we chose the
noise covariance matrix of June 2008 as a representative, and gener-
ated for each month noise realizations based on this noise covariance
matrix.

Parameterization error. The actual mass anomaly distribution is a
continuous function, whereas the mascon approach assumes a uni-
form mass distribution within each mascon. This inconsistency may
introduce parameterization errors (also called ‘model errors’). In
other words, the parameterization error represents the disturbances
caused by replacing the actual mass anomaly distribution with a
single mean value per mascon. The parameterization error (PE) of a
mascon in terms of surface density could be mathematically defined
as:

PE(φ, λ) = ρ(φ, λ) − ρ̄, (2)

where ρ(φ, λ) is the density of mass anomaly at gridpoint (φ, λ)
inside the mascon, while ρ̄ is the mean density. Eq. (2) provides
the input to compute the parameterization error in terms of gravity
disturbances, consistently with other errors. In our study, incorpo-
ration of parameterization errors takes place in a natural way, since
the ‘true’ signal is defined over 20 × 20 km patches, which are
much smaller than the size of the mascons. In the simulations with-
out parameterization errors, we define the ‘true’ signal per mascon
as the sum of mass anomalies at all 20 × 20 km patches within the
given mascon, which is homogeneously distributed over the mas-
con. Note that the parameterization errors in different months are
different, since the simulated signal varies from month to month.

3.2 Results

In our study, we address (i) long-term linear mass variation rates, (ii)
interannual mass anomalies, (iii) mean mass anomalies per calendar
month and (iv) monthly mass anomalies. We investigate the impact
of the parameterization on these estimates and select the best pa-
rameterization in each case. We conduct the analysis at the level of
drainage systems. To that end, we divide Greenland into five regions,
which approximately follow the geometry of the drainage systems
defined in van den Broeke et al. (2009). The geometries of the re-
gions that are aggregated from mascons are shown in Fig. 1. Note
that it is not possible to make the geometries of the five drainage
systems (as shown in Fig. 1 with different colours) to be exactly the
same for different parameterizations. The impact of the differences
between the resulting geometries is, however, minor, since we com-
pare estimates over each drainage system with the ‘true’ value based
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Optimal mascon geometry in estimating mass anomalies 2137

Figure 2. (a) GrIS mass change rate per 20 × 20 km patch from ICESat data over the period 2003–2009 (EWH: m yr−1). The thick red curve is the ice mask,
which indicates the boundary of the ice sheet. (b) Amplitude of annual mass variations over the entire Greenland for the period 2003–2013 extracted from
RACMO2.3 (EWH: m).

on the same geometry. The estimates and rms errors in this study
are provided in units of gigatransfers. Switching to equivalent water

height in units of metres has no impact on the main conclusions of
this study.
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2138 J. Ran, P. Ditmar and R. Klees

Figure 3. (a) Rate of linear mass changes for mascons outside Greenland (EWH: cm yr−1). (b) The annual amplitude of mass change for those mascons outside
(EWH: cm). The mascons outside Greenland are introduced to simulate the inward signal leakage.
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Optimal mascon geometry in estimating mass anomalies 2139

As it is explained in Section 2.1, all the computations are per-
formed using two estimators: (i) a weighted least-squares estimator
and (ii) the ordinary least-squares estimator. The corresponding so-
lutions are referred to as solutions with and without data weighting,
respectively. When applying the weighted least-squares estimator,
we compute the weight matrix based on the data noise covariance
matrix of June 2008.

In our analysis, we address not only propagated noise, but also
the bias introduced by the zero-order Tikhonov regularization. To
quantify this bias, we invert error-free data and take the difference
between the obtained estimates and the true signal. When analysing
the contribution of an individual error source to the total error bud-
get, one should subtract the bias to avoid its ‘double-booking’. The
bias in the estimates usually increases rapidly with the regularization
factor. Please see Section 3.2.1 for further discussion.

The optimal regularization parameter is defined separately
for each parameterization and each type of estimates (i.e. each
timescale). To that end, we invert the simulated data with all the
error sources switched on, trying different regularization parame-
ters. The parameter that results in the smallest difference between
the recovered estimates and the true signal is defined as the optimal
one. Then, it is applied also in the scenarios when individual error
sources are considered. This ensures a consistency of the obtained
results and allows for their usage in the analysis of the total error
budget.

3.2.1 Recovery of long-term linear trends

After summing up the recovered mass anomalies over all mascons
within each drainage system, we extracted the linear trend (trecovered)
of mass change in Gt yr−1, co-estimated with bias, annual and semi-
annual terms. The true linear trend (ttrue) at the drainage system scale
was estimated from the true mass anomaly time-series. As quality
measure, we use the rms difference between the estimated and true
linear trends. This rms difference is referred to as the ‘total rms
error’ if all error sources are included, and computed as:

rmst =
√∑5

n=1(t recovered
n − t true

n )2

5
, (3)

where n represents the nth drainage system. If only a single noise
source is considered, the corresponding rms difference is referred
to as rms AOD error, rms leakage error, rms parameterization error
and rms random error, respectively.

The total rms error as a function of total number of mascons is
shown in Fig. 4. The smallest total rms error (∼6 Gt yr−1) is obtained
when the number of mascons ranges from 23 to 54, showing little
difference within this range, no matter whether data weighting is
switched on or not. As far as individual error sources are concerned,
Fig. 4 reveals that the rms parameterization error is dominant when
data weighting is used. If the data weighting is absent and number
of mascons ≥23, the bias is comparable to or even exceeds the
parameterization error. This is caused by the fact that the normal
matrix for a large number of mascons is ill-posed (particularly, in
the absence of data weighting, which reduces the condition number
of normal matrix; see Fig. 5). Thereby, a strong regularization is
needed to suppress propagated noise.

The rms random error in the estimated trends is rather small:
∼0.5 Gt yr−1 and ∼1 Gt yr−1 with and without data weighting,
respectively. This is about an order of magnitude smaller than the
rms parameterization error. The rms leakage error and the rms AOD
error are either comparable to the rms random error or even smaller.

Figure 4. Total rms error and rms error of individual error sources of linear
trends at drainage system scale in units of Gt yr−1. Weighted least-squares
estimator (a) versus ordinary least-squares estimator (b), as a function of the
number of mascons.
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Figure 5. Condition numbers of the normal matrices when using the ordi-
nary least-squares estimator (green) and weighted least-squares estimator
(red), as functions of the number of mascons. Note that no regularization is
used when computing the condition numbers.
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2140 J. Ran, P. Ditmar and R. Klees

Based on the results shown in Fig. 4, we conclude that if one is
interested in the long-term linear trend at drainage system scale,
data weighting is not necessary. The ordinary least-squares estima-
tor provides comparable results. This is not surprising, since the
data weighting is designed to suppress random noise, whereas the
dominant contributor to the error budget is parameterization errors.
The optimal number of mascon for trend estimates is in the range
of 23–54.

In Fig. 6, we partitioned the error budget of trend estimates per
mascon into individual error sources, when parameterizing Green-
land with 23 mascons and switching on data weighting. In addition,
the recovered and true trends per mascon are shown. The figure
shows that in general the mascon approach is capable to recover the
spatial pattern of mass anomalies in Greenland.

Next, we analyse the linear trend estimates integrated over entire
Greenland. As an example, we take the parameterization with 23
mascons, which is one of the best parameterizations to estimate the
trends at the drainage system scale, as discussed earlier. The impact
of the regularization parameter on the trend estimates obtained both
with and without data weighting is presented in Fig. 7. We note
that, in the case of data weighting, the regularization biases the
trend estimates by around 1 Gt yr−1 if the regularization parameters
are small and by ∼6 Gt yr−1, if the regularization parameters are
chosen to yield the best trend estimates at the drainage system
scale. In addition, it is found that the bias rapidly increases with
the regularization parameter, no matter whether data weighting is
applied or not. Therefore, considering the larger total error of the
regularized case (∼6 Gt yr−1) compared to the unregularized case
(∼1 Gt yr−1), we suggest that a regularization is not applied when
the trend for entire Greenland is estimated.

The results obtained with different parameterizations without a
regularization are shown in Fig. 8. To begin with, we notice that
the total rms error decreases with increasing number of mascons.
The minimum is attained for a large number of mascons (i.e. larger
than 23) no matter whether data weighting is used (−0.8 Gt yr−1)
or not (2.0 Gt yr−1). If a small number of mascons is used, the total
rms error may be very large, in particular when no data weighting is
applied. For instance, when using just 6 mascons, the total rms error
is ∼6 Gt yr−1 with data weighting and ∼40 Gt yr−1 without data
weighting, respectively. The parameterization error is the dominant
contributor to these large errors, whereas all the other errors are
negligible.

We conclude that when estimating a linear trend for entire Green-
land, one needs to take care that enough mascons (e.g. not less than
23) are used to reduce the parameterization error. The choice of a
sufficiently large number of mascons is particularly important when
the ordinary least-squares estimator is used. The highest quality is
obtained when the weighted least-squares estimator is used in com-
bination with a sufficiently large number of mascons.

3.2.2 Recovery of inter-annual mass anomalies

The inter-annual mass variations are another quantity of interest in
the studies of the Greenland mass balance. In this section, we inves-
tigate the sensitivity of the estimated inter-annual mass variations
to the chosen parameterization at the drainage system scale.

We start by removing the long-term trend from the time-series
obtained for each mascon. After that, we compute the inter-annual
mass variations, together with the mean mass anomalies per calendar
month, which will be investigated in Section 3.2.3. To that end, we

use the functional model

mi, j = m̂
i + b̂ j , (4)

where {mi, j: i = 1. . . 12, j = 1. . . J} is the mass anomaly of month i
and year j, with J being the number of years. b̂ j is the mean anomaly

of year j, which accounts for the inter-annual variability. And m̂
i

is the mean mass anomalies of calendar month i. We added the
constraint:

12∑
i=1

m̂
i = 0, (5)

to guarantee the uniqueness of the solution. The 12 + J param-
eters per mascon are estimated using ordinary least-squares. The
corresponding interannual variations for each drainage system are
computed by a summation over all the mascons inside the drainage
system.

The rms error of inter-annual mass variations per drainage sys-
tem, IA, was computed as the rms difference between the estimated
and the ‘true’ interannual mass variations of all years, that is,

IA =
√∑J

j=1(brecovered
j − btrue

j )2

J
. (6)

Then, the rms error of inter-annual mass variations was computed
as:

rms =
√∑5

k=1 IA2
k

5
. (7)

This rms error was used to quantify the total rms error and rms er-
ror per error source for the estimates obtained both with and without
data weighting. The results obtained for different parameterizations
are shown in Fig. 9. The smallest total rms error (∼4 Gt) is ob-
tained for 23 mascons with data weighting, which is slightly less
than the smallest error (∼5 Gt) in the absence of data weighting.
Note that a comparable quality is also found for a larger number of
mascons (36–54 mascons). Regarding the individual error sources,
the parameterization error is dominant only when the number of
mascons is small (6–12 in the case with data weighting and 6 in
the absence of data weigthing). In contrast, the random error, in
general, increases with the number of mascons, and becomes the
dominant error sources when the number of mascons is ≥36 (when
the data weighting is applied) or ≥12 (without the data weighting).
Note that the random error does not increase significantly with the
number of mascons, which is caused by the spatial regularization.
When the spatial regularization is switched off, the random error
in the estimates increases significantly (not shown here). The bias
stays at the levels comparable either with the random error or the
parameterization error (depending on which one is larger). The leak-
age and AOD error are negligible: at the level of 0.4 Gt and 1 Gt,
respectively.

Fig. 10 presents the ‘true’ and estimated interannual mass vari-
ations for each drainage system and for whole Greenland in the
23 mascon case, when data weighting is applied. The plot suggests
that the recovered interannual mass variations are in a good agree-
ment with the true ones. For completeness, the rms errors of the
estimates obtained with and without data weighting, the rms of true
inter-annual mass anomalies, and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) are
shown in Table 1. The largest SNR (6.0) is obtained in the case
of 23 mascons in combination with data weighting. Note that a
comparable SNR is also observed for 36–54 mascons.
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Figure 6. Contributors to the error in linear trend estimates: AOD error (a), signal leakage (b), parameterization error (c), random error (d), bias (e) and total
error (f). For completeness, we also show the recovered trend (g) and true signal (h). The units are Gt yr−1. Please note that, corresponding to the amplitude of
the noise or signal levels, two different colour bars are used.
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Figure 7. The impact of the regularization parameter on trend estimates
integrated over entire Greenland, with and without data weighting. The true
trend is shown in black, whereas the estimates obtained with the ‘optimal’
regularization parameters are highlighted as black squares. The ‘optimal’
regularization parameters are defined from the analysis of trend estimates at
the drainage system scale.

From the analysis earlier, we conclude that parameterizing Green-
land with 23–54 mascons in combination with data weighting pro-
vides the best inter-annual mass variation estimates.

3.2.3 Recovery of mass anomalies per calendar month

Mean mass anomalies per calendar month are useful to study the
seasonal cycle of mass variations and the processes associated with
it (Ran 2017). Here, we examine the impact of the parameterization
on the accuracy of estimated mean mass anomalies per calendar
month at the drainage system scale. Note that in line with Ran
(2017), we do not remove the long-term variabilities from the esti-
mated and the true time-series.

As it is already mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the mean mass anoma-
lies per calendar month are extracted from the mass anomaly time-
series as the least-squares solution of the system of linear equations
given by Eqs (4) and (5). Note that the least-squares analysis is su-
perior to the plain averaging of mass anomalies per calendar month
over many years. This is because of the long-term variability, which
has to be properly accounted for, in particular in the presence of
data gaps. For instance, the absence of January data in a few years
in succession may create a significant offset in the mean January
value with respect to other months. The usage of a least-squares
scheme solves this problem.

The rms error per drainage system, τ k, was computed as the
rms difference between the estimated and the ‘true’ mean mass
anomalies for all 12 months, that is,

τk =
√∑12

n=1(mrecovered
k,n − m true

k,n )2

12
, (8)

where mrecovered
k,n and m true

k,n are the estimated and true mean mass
anomalies of the kth drainage system at month n, respectively. As
an example, Fig. 11 shows the mean true mass anomalies per cal-
endar month of the Northern (N) drainage system when using a
parametrization comprising eight mascons.

Figure 8. Errors in the linear trend (in Gt yr−1) over entire Greenland ob-
tained with the weighted least-squares estimator (a) and the ordinary least-
squares estimator (b), respectively, as functions of the number of mascons.

Then, the rms error of mean mass anomalies per calendar month
was computed as:

rmsm =
√∑5

k=1 τ 2
k

5
. (9)

The rms error of mean mass anomalies per calendar month com-
puted as total rms error and as rms error per error source is shown
for different parameterizations in Fig. 12. Obviously, using the data
weighting provides a smaller total rms error, as compared to the
ordinary least-squares adjustment (i.e., ∼6 Gt versus ∼8 Gt for
23 mascons). In addition, statistical information (the rms errors and
signal, as well as SNRs) is shown in Table 2. The largest SNRs (∼6)
is observed in the presence of data weighting, when the number of
mascons is in the range from 23 to 54.

As far as the rms error per error source is concerned, we notice
that no matter whether data weighting is used or not, the parameteri-
zation error decreases with increasing number of mascons, whereas
the other errors show a minor sensitivity to the number of mascons.
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Figure 9. Total rms error and rms error of individual error sources of inter-
annual mass variations at drainage system scale as functions of the number
of mascons, in units of gigatransfers. Weighted least-squares estimator (a)
versus ordinary least-squares estimator (b).

For a low number of mascons, the parameterization error is the dom-
inant error source, whereas for finer parameterizations, the random
error becomes dominant. The crossing points of the two error types
are between 23 and 36 mascons and between 8 and 12 mascons for
the weighted and ordinary least-squares estimators, respectively.

From the discussion earlier, we conclude that the best mean mass
anomalies per calendar month are obtained when parameterizing
Greenland with 23–54 mascon and switching data weighting on.

3.2.4 Recovery of monthly mass anomalies

In this section, we analyse the impact of the parameterization on
the accuracy of monthly mass anomaly estimates at the drainage
system scale. We define the monthly mass anomalies as ‘the residual
signal left after removing the trend and interannual variability’.
We de-trend and remove the inter-annual variability from both the
estimated and the true time-series of monthly mass anomalies. The
total rms error and the rms errors per error source are computed as

the rms difference between the two residual time-series, that is,

rms =
√∑N

n=1(mrecovered
n − m true

n )2

N
, (10)

where mn is the mass anomaly of month n and N is the number of
months.

Fig. 13 shows the results. In the presence of data weighting, the
total rms error attains a minimum of ∼9 Gt when 23–54 mascons
are used. Increasing the number of mascons does not increase the
total rms error, which is explained by the usage of the spatial reg-
ularization. Without data weighting, the total rms error stays at a
stable level of ∼17 Gt and is not sensitive to the number of mascons
at all. In general, the total rms error is smaller by ∼50 per cent when
data weighting is applied.

Table 3 shows that the SNR varies in a small range for the es-
timates obtained both with and without data weighting, reaching
the maximum of 2.8 for the 23–54 mascons in the presence of
data weighting. Fig. 14 shows the time-series estimated with data
weighting in the 23 mascon case. Note that the 1 − σ error bar is
also shown. The results indicate that the monthly mass anomalies
agree well with the true signal at the drainage system scale and even
better when entire Greenland is considered.

When looking at the individual error sources, we see that the ran-
dom error dominates the error budget in most cases. An exception
is the estimates obtained in the 6-mascon case with data weighting,
when the parameterization error plays the largest role. However,
that error rapidly decreases as the number of mascons increases.
The AOD error and leakage error are negligible.

4 A NA LY S I S B A S E D O N R E A L G R A C E
DATA

In this section, we investigate the impact of the parameterization
on Greenland mass anomaly estimates based on real GRACE data.
We use the RL05 GRACE monthly gravity field solutions from
the Center for Space Research (CSR) at the University of Texas
as input. Each solution is provided as a set of SHCs complete to
degree 96, and supplied with a full noise covariance matrix. The
considered time interval is January 2003–December 2013. Since
data for 9 months were missing, the set comprises 123 months. Due
to strong noise in the C20 coefficients, we replace them with available
estimates based on satellite laser ranging (Cheng et al. 2013). The
degree-one coefficients, which are missing in the GRACE products,
are taken from Swenson et al. (2008). In addition, the GRACE
solutions are corrected for glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) using
the model from A et al. (2013). For each parameterization, a time-
series of mass anomalies per mascon is obtained with the optimal
regularization factor, which is determined using the L-curve method
(Hansen 1992). These time-series are used as input for the further
analysis.

4.1 Analysis of long-term linear trends

First, we investigate the impact of the parameterization on the long-
term linear trend estimates at the drainage system scale. From the
numerical study, we know that the trend estimates obtained using
23 mascons reach the highest level of quality. Therefore, this pa-
rameterization is used in our further analysis. To begin with, we
sum up the mass anomalies per mascon over each drainage system,
and extract the linear trend, co-estimated with a bias, annual and
semi-annual terms. The obtained trend estimates are presented in
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Figure 10. The regularized estimates of inter-annual mass variations and the ‘true’ ones obtained in the numerical study for each drainage system and for
whole Greenland in the 23 mascon case. Data weighting is applied. The estimated and ‘true’ de-trended time-series are shown as a reference as dash lines. The
rms difference between the ‘true’ and estimated values is shown as the error bar.

Table 1. The statistics of inter-annual mass variations estimated from syn-
thetic data. The units are gigatransfers.

Data Number of mascons
weighting 6 8 12 23 36 54

rms errors Yes 6.9 4.3 5.7 3.6 3.9 4.5
rms errors No 7.1 6.0 6.3 4.7 5.2 5.2
rms of the true – 25.7 21.5 23.1 21.4 21.5 22.3
mass anomalies
SNR Yes 3.7 5.0 4.0 6.0 5.6 5.0
SNR No 3.6 3.6 3.7 4.6 4.1 4.3

Table 4. The uncertainties are taken over from the numerical study.
Next, we compare our trend estimates with similar estimates from
the CSR mascon product (Save et al. 2016), which used the same
geometry of drainage systems. Note that the CSR mascon product is
produced with incorporating spatial constraints in the form of a first-
order Tikhonov regularization, whereas we apply a much simpler
zero-order Tikhonov regularization. From Table 4, it can be found
that our trend estimates for all drainage systems agree reasonably
well with the estimates from CSR. The largest discrepancies (up to
15 Gt yr−1) are observed for the N drainage system. We explain this
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Figure 11. Mean true mass anomalies per calendar month in the numerical

study, for the Northern (N) drainage system, m̂
i

(thick black curve). The thin
curves represent monthly mass anomalies of individual years. The territory
of Greenland was partitioned into 8 mascons.

Figure 12. The rms errors in mean mass anomalies per calendar month (in
units of gigatransfer) estimated with (a) and without (b) data weighting at
drainage system scale, as functions of the number of mascons.

Table 2. The statistics of mean mass anomalies per calendar month esti-
mated from synthetic data. The units are gigatransfer.

Data Number of mascons
weighting 6 8 12 23 36 54

rms errors Yes 17.1 13.6 11.4 5.8 5.6 6.0
rms errors No 13.8 12.8 10.7 8.1 7.8 8.0
rms of the true – 31.0 31.9 31.0 33.1 33.1 34.6
mass anomalies
SNR Yes 1.8 2.3 2.7 5.7 5.9 5.8
SNR No 2.2 2.5 2.9 4.1 4.2 4.3

Figure 13. Total rms error and rms error per error source of monthly mass
anomalies at drainage system scale in units of gigatransfers. Weighted least-
squares estimator (a) versus ordinary least-squares estimator (b) as functions
of the number of mascons.

Table 3. The statistics of monthly mass anomalies estimated from synthetic
data. The units are gigatransfers.

Data Number of mascons
weighting 6 8 12 23 36 54

rms errors Yes 11.6 10.3 9.7 9.0 8.9 9.2
rms errors No 17.4 17.1 17.2 16.1 16.1 16.4
rms of the true – 23.1 24.0 25.7 24.6 25.1 25.8
mass anomalies
SNR Yes 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.8 2.8 2.8
SNR No 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6
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Figure 14. The regularized monthly mass anomaly time-series shown with 1 − σ error bar and the ‘true’ ones in the numerical study for each drainage system
and for whole Greenland in the 23 mascon case. Data weighting is applied. Note that the trend and inter-annual variabilities are removed.

Table 4. The trend estimates based on real GRACE data in the case of 23
mascons at the drainage system scale. The uncertainties of estimates with and
without data weighting are based on the numerical study. For comparison,
the trends from CSR mascon product are also shown. The units are Gt yr−1.

Method N NW NE SW SE

With data
weighting

−9 ± 11 −94 ± 1 −18 ± 3 −32 ± 5 −83 ± 6

Without data
weighting

−10 ± 11 −99 ± 4 −24 ± 6 −35 ± 3 −95 ± 1

CSR −24 −92 −24 −32 −90

by the usage of 120 km wide buffer zone in the preparation of the
CSR mascon product (Save et al. 2016). This likely causes a signal
leakage from nearby glaciers in Canada.

Then, we analyse the long-term trend estimates integrated over
entire Greenland. We do not apply regularization in this case to min-
imize the biases in the obtained estimates. The results are shown in
Fig. 15. The estimates obtained both with and without data weight-
ing converge to a value of about −281 Gt yr−1 when the number
of mascons increases. Interestingly, the sensitivity of the estimated
trend to the chosen parameterization is much stronger when no data
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Figure 15. Mass anomaly trends over the period 2003–2013 in units of
Gt yr−1 estimated with and without data weighting from real GRACE data
and integrated over entire Greenland, as functions of the number of mascons.

weighting is used; the estimate changes from −243 Gt yr−1 for 6
mascons to −281 Gt yr−1 for 54 mascons (15 per cent difference).
When data weighting is applied, the difference between the 6- and
54-mascon solutions is only 12 Gt yr−1 or 4 per cent. This finding
is consistent with the numerical study in Section 3.2 (cf. Fig. 8),
demonstrating that data weighting indeed makes the trend estimates
less sensitive to the dominant parameterization errors when entire
Greenland is considered.

In line with the synthetic study, we consider the trend estimate
obtained with the largest number of mascons in the presence of data
weighting as the most realistic and accurate one. This estimate, that
is, −281 ± 2 Gt yr−1, is close to the estimates over the same period
(i.e., 2003–2013) published in literature: −280 ± 58 Gt yr−1 in
Velicogna et al. (2014) and −278 ± 19 Gt yr−1 in Schrama et al.
(2014). In addition, it is likely that the trend estimated by CSR
mascon contains a bias (see Fig. 15). Note that the uncertainty of
our trend estimate for the whole ice sheet is obtained as the root-
sum-square of the individual error sources in the numerical study.
However, there are also other errors that were not considered in
the numerical study but may play a role in the context of real data
processing (Ran et al. 2018b). This includes uncertainties related
to the parameterization of the ocean areas around Greenland (i.e.,
the leakage of minor ocean signals around Greenland) and GIA.
By taking all those uncertainties into account, we estimate the total
error of the trend estimate as 11 Gt yr−1.

4.2 Analysis of the estimates at the intermediate and short
timescales

In addition, we investigate the impact of the parameterization on
the other quantities of interests, that is, inter-annual mass varia-
tions, mean mass anomalies per calendar month and monthly mass
anomalies. For this purpose, we compare the estimates from real
GRACE data with the output of RACMO2.3 model (Noël et al.
2015). In doing so, we assume that ice discharge manifests itself
in GRACE data as only a long-term trend, so that the remaining
mass anomalies observed by GRACE are dominated by SMB (van
den Broeke et al. 2009). Therefore, we de-trend the mass anomaly
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Figure 16. RMS differences (in units of Gt) between inter-annual mass
variations from real GRACE data and from the RACMO2.3 output, as
functions of the number of mascons. The rms inter-annual mass variations
themselves are also shown as a reference.
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Figure 17. The rms difference (in units of gigatransfer) between mean mass
anomaly estimates per calendar month from real GRACE data and from the
RACMO2.3 output, as functions of the number of mascons. The rms mass
anomalies themselves are also presented as a reference.

time-series from both GRACE and RACMO2.3 to make them com-
parable.

First, we examine the inter-annual mass variations. The corre-
sponding RMS differences between GRACE and RACMO-based
estimates are shown in Fig. 16 as functions of the number of mas-
cons. In order to understand the noise level better, the rms of es-
timates are also shown for a comparison. The rms differences de-
creases from 6 to 23 mascons, followed by a slightly increase over
23–54 mascons. The best agreement with RACMO is obtained in
the 23 mascon case when the data weighting is applied. All these
findings are consistent with those based on the numerical study,
indicating a realistic setup of the latter.

Next, the mean mass anomalies per calendar month are inves-
tigated. The rms differences between the GRACE- and RACMO-
based estimates are shown in Fig. 17. The rms differences for 23–
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Figure 18. The rms difference (in units of Gt) between monthly mass
anomalies from real GRACE data and from the RACMO2.3 output, as
functions of the number of mascons. The rms monthly mass anomalies
themselves are also shown as a reference.

54 mascons are comparable, while they slightly increase when the
number of mascon decreases from 23 to 6, no matter whether data
weighting is applied or not. The data weighting scheme notably
reduces the rms differences (by ∼18 per cent). All this is also in
agreement with the numerical study.

Furthermore, the monthly mass anomaly estimates are anal-
ysed. Fig. 18 shows the rms differences between the GRACE- and
RACMO-based time-series at the drainage system scale. In abso-
lute terms, the rms differences in the absence of data weighting are
about 15 per cent larger than those obtained after data weighting was
applied. When using data weighting, the smallest rms difference is
observed with 36 mascons, whereas the smallest one is found with
the 23 mascons without data weighting. However, the discrepan-
cies of rms differences over various parameterizations are minor,
no matter whether data weighting is applied or not.

Finally, after removing the trends and accelerations, we perform
a comparison of our estimated time-series with the CSR mascon
product (Save et al. 2016), and validate with independent data: SMB
output from RACMO2.3. As discussed earlier, in general, the mass
anomalies estimated with 23 mascons and data weighting are of the
highest quality. Therefore, just those mass anomalies are compared
considered (see Fig. 19). The error bars in Fig. 19 are computed
as root-sum-squared errors of two types: mean mass per calendar
month and monthly mass anomalies, based on the numerical study.
Note that errors in the trend estimates is not included, because the
time-series are de-trended. Next we perform the statistical analy-
sis of the differences between the CSR mascon product and the
RACMO-base estimates. The rms differences of inter-annual mass
variations, mean mass anomalies per calendar month, and monthly
mass anomalies are at a level comparable to that of our estimates,
provided that the data weighting is applied (see Table 5).

5 C O N C LU S I O N S

In this study, we analysed the impact of the chosen parameteriza-
tion on the mass anomaly estimates from GRACE data when the
mascon approach with or without data weighting is applied. The

zero-order Tikhonov regularization was applied in the data inver-
sion. We analysed the impact at different temporal scales by con-
sidering long-term linear trends, interannual mass variations, mean
mass anomalies per calendar month and time-series of monthly mass
anomalies. Both synthetic and real GRACE data were considered.

In the simulation study, errors of four types (i.e., parameterization
error, random error, leakage and AOD error) were simulated. In
this way, we found that the parameterization error and the random
error, as well as the bias introduced by regularization, are the major
contributors to the overall error budget of the estimates produced
both with and without data weighting. For long-term linear trend
estimates, the parameterization error is the dominant error type. This
is due to a significant reduction of the random noise when estimating
a linear trend by using a large number of monthly solutions as input.
For inter-annual mass variations and mean mass per calendar month,
the parameterization error is dominant when the number of mascons
is small; when increasing the number of mascons, the random error
takes over. For monthly mass anomalies, the random error is the
most critical error type for almost all parameterizations. This is
consistent with the fact that the usage of data weighting (which is
designed to suppress random noise) is effective in all the scenarios,
except for the estimation of long-trend at the drainage system scale.
The AOD error and the leakage error are minor contributors to the
overall error budget no matter what temporal scales are considered.

Remarkably, we found that the best estimates of the long-term
linear trends integrated over entire Greenland are obtained when
the number of mascons is large, whereas the regularization is not
applied. This can be explained by the fact that random noise is
subject to strong spatial correlations and is efficiently averaged out
when the estimates are integrated over entire Greenland. On the
other hand, the usage of a large number of mascons suppresses the
other important contributor to the error budget, that is, parameteri-
zation error. In that situation, the regularization is not advised, since
the bias introduced by the regularization is not compensated by a
reduction of errors.

We applied our findings to process real GRACE data. First,
the long-term linear trend over the period 2003–2013 for entire
Greenland was estimated to be around −281 Gt yr−1. This value
agrees well with earlier trend estimates in Schrama et al. (2014)
and Velicogna et al. (2014). In the numerical study, we found that
the estimates for entire Greenland suffer from only minor errors
(i.e., 0.8 Gt yr−1 with data weighting and 2 Gt yr−1 without data
weighting). Note that the uncertainty of the trend estimates might
be larger in reality, since there are other error sources, for example,
GIA, sea level rise, etc.

We also considered the mass anomaly estimates at intermedi-
ate and short timescales using rms differences between de-trended
timeseries from GRACE and from the RACMO2.3 model. These
differences, as well as the results based on synthetic data, drew us
to the conclusions that (i) the optimal data weighting based on full
error covariance matrices of GRACE solutions is advised and (ii)
the optimal way to parameterize the territory of Greenland is to
split it into 23 mascons (the area of each one being ∼90 000 km2).
Smaller mascons may slightly worsen the estimated of inter-annual
variations, whereas larger mascons yield inferior results in most of
the cases considered (the latter can be explained by the impact of
the parameterization errors). Similar recommendations apply also to
the trends estimates at the drainage system scale, with an exception
that the aforementioned optimal data weighting is not needed.
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Figure 19. Mass anomaly time-series for each drainage system and for whole Greenland estimated with data weighting, in the case of 23 mascons. Note that
the long-term linear trends are removed. The uncertainties (1 − σ ) are computed based on the numerical study.

Table 5. The rms differences between a GRACE solution and the
RACMO2.3 output in terms of inter-annual mass variations mean mass
anomalies per calendar month and monthly mass anomalies. The units are
gigatransfers.

GRACE solution

rms difference
of inter-annual

mass
anomalies

rms differences
of mean mass
per calendar

month

rms differences
of monthly

mass
anomalies

This study (with
data weighting)

9 10 16

This study
(without data
weighting)

11 13 22

CSR 9 11 15
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